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What ?
SemScape is a plugin for the popular network biology software Cytoscape [1] that 
allows user interaction and queries over remote sparql endpoints. 
In particular it allows visualization of sparql queries' results, interactive navigation 
of RDF graphs and reconstuction of semantic data landscapes. 
Cytoscape is a network visualization and analysis tool that, while inherently 
domain independent, provides links and shortcuts to typical biomedical datasets 
and manipulations. It offers a plugin architecture and it has a very active 
community both of developers and users. SemScape is developed as plugin for 
the latest version of Cytoscape, 3.0, which is released in beta at the time of this 
writing and presents a completely new architecture from previous versions.
SemScape offers a range of functionalities, which are derived from what was 
implemented in RDFScape [2] and AGUIA [3]. However this system provides a 
newer, more effi cient and up to date implementation.

SemScape is available at http://code.google.com/p/vsdlc3/ and released under 
the Apache License 2.0.

How ?
The functionalities of SemScape can be categorized essentially in discovery and 
navigation of linked data landscapes.
Discovery functions are based on the automatic extraction of a data map (typi- 
cally types and relations from a given endpoint).
Navigation functions are based on contextual menus that can be confi gured by 
users and data publishers: when right-selecting a node, the system uses at- 
tributes of the node (e.g. its type) to look into a query library for queries that can be 
applied to the node. E.g.: if the node is a protein, the system may fi nd queries for 
interacting proteins. In general for each resource simple queries such as all 
statements including the resource as object or subject are provided. Once a 
selection is performed, results are used to expand the graph, and provenance 
information is kept for each new element visualized (which in turns allow new 
contextual queries to the original endpoint). In particular, queries are written as 
parametric queries, and can be provided by data publisher as a package to which 
the user can subscribe. For instance a pathway resource provider may provide, 
together with an endpoint, a set of preconfi gured queries to drive user interaction 
on its knowledge base. The user can keep track of such preconfi gured packages 
and update them if newer versions are proposed by the data publisher. Together 
with the possibility to execute and visualize generic SPARQL queries, SemScape 
allow the possibility to extract and defi ne data landscapes, which are graphs 
visualizing the semantic links between data sets in a given context (e.g. Cancer). 
These graphs can be restructured using the visualization layouts provided by 
Cytoscape.
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We need you!
If you own a dataset and wish to publish queries that can 
help its exploration via SemScape, or if you want to 
explore semantic knowledge bases with Cytoscape, 
please get in touch!
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A Semantic Data Landscape Example

A sparql query and 
the viaualization of 
its result in 
SemScape

</semscape:hasSPARQLQueryString>
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#SPARQLQueryTemplate"/>
  </rdf:Description>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#para2">
    <semscape:hasColumnName>name</semscape:hasColumnName>
    <semscape:hasParameterName>!!!node_uri!!!</semscape:hasParameterName>
  </rdf:Description>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#para3">
    <semscape:hasColumnName>name</semscape:hasColumnName>
    <semscape:hasParameterName>!!!node_uri!!!</semscape:hasParameterName>
  </rdf:Description>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#query1">
    <semscape:hasParameter rdf:resource="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#para1"/>
    <semscape:applysTo rdf:resource="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#Node"/>
    <dc:publisher rdf:resource="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#common_the_publisher"/>
    <rdfs:comment>Query for {?node ?p ?o}</rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:label>Node as subject</rdfs:label>
    <semscape:hasSPARQLQueryString>CONSTRUCT
{
&lt;!!!node_uri!!!&gt; ?p ?o.
}
WHERE
{
&lt;!!!node_uri!!!&gt; ?p ?o.
}</semscape:hasSPARQLQueryString>
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.cytoscape.org/semscape#SPARQLQueryTemplate"/>
  </rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Top: a contextual menu 
showing possible actions 
for a node. Left 
subscription mechanism 
for queries. Below: 
example of a parametric 
query 
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